Puzzle Page
MIDXED
MESASGES

What is as big as an
elephant but
doesn’t weigh
anything?

Picture This
Each of the pictures below begin with the same letter. Can you guess the letter and name all of them?
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What is
this
secret
saying
trying
to say?

Lateral Thinking
If you have 100 birds
a wire, how can you
shoot them all?

Trivia Questions

on

1. Which came first, the tie or the Cravat?
2. Which one of these is NOT a knot. The
Windsor Or the Hyatt?
3. Where can you see the Vicar of Dibley?

Can you find the 6 words hidden in the picture above?

Finish These Sayings
Every cloud has what colour lining?
What kind of shoulder do you give someone?
If you are looking for something pointless what kind of chase are you on?
If you have to start over what board are you going back to?
If you are too late for something, it is said that you have missed what?
When you are very eager you are keen
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Answers:
Secret Saying – Mixed Messages

Riddle - An elephant’s shadow!

Picture This – The letter is “P” Going from top left across. The answers are:
Pizza, Paris, Peanuts, Pumpkins, Painter’s Palette, Picnic, Piano, Poncho,
Pineapple

Lateral Thinking – With a camera

Trivia –

1. The Cravat
2. The Hyatt
3. on TV or Dibley (hahaha)

Hidden Words – Fish (top of the cane basket), Waves (in the grass bottom
right), Hot (on the side of the jetty just above the ladder going into the water),
Nice (in the hair of the man), Tree (in the grass above the girl’s head) and Boy
(in the tackle box)

Sayings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Silver
Cold
Wild Goose
Drawing Board
Boat
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